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for more productive business processes
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without

How to simplify even the most complex software

CONNECT BRIDGE

integration?

Integration platform to connect

With

a

platform

that

allows

every

developer to design their own integration solutions
extensive

effort

and

lengthy

training.

It

was

an

unprecedentedly bold idea, considering the jungle of industry
standards surrounding it. Even coming from a small European country
wouldn’t stop Thomas Berndorfer from transforming it into an
ambitious IT project.

from nearly any software to
hundreds of business applications,
and now, the Industrial Internet of
Things (IoT).
Compared to custom

In 2007, Thomas established Connecting Software in Vienna, Austria.

development and integration

Thanks to previous entrepreneurial success with his CNS Group, an IT

suites Connect Bridge offers:

company , he was able to self-finance and build Connecting Software
from the ground up. As an accomplished entrepreneur, Thomas was

LOW Cost

all too familiar with the difficulties that businesses encounter whilst

HIGH Flexibility

using various applications that are incompatible. To eliminate these

FAST Time to Market

obstacles, he decided to turn his dream of easy software integration

LOW Risk

into reality.
Thomas didn’t want to compromise his

HIGH Compatibility

“The goal was to discover

vision by bringing in banks or venture

UNIQUE SOLUTIONS

the

would

capitalists. Instead, he chose to invest

unlock the door to the

his income generated by the CNS

world of easy, fast and

Group to fund the project. Assembling

cost-effective integration

a talented international team, the

solutions.”

development

key

that

of

a

one-of-a-kind

integration platform began in 2008.
The goal was to discover the key that would unlock the door to the
world of easy, fast and cost-effective integration solutions. After a
comprehensive research, Thomas and the team decided to let
developers stay in their best-known programming language and use
only common procedures.

Connectors:










Dynamics 365
SharePoint
Exchange
Salesforce
Oracle
SAP
OPC UA
And many more

Four years of development and thorough testing came to fruition in a
market-ready solution that masters the chaos of software industry and
standards. Making software integration easy, fast and painless for any

Featured Products – Built on
Connect Bridge:

developer, Connect Bridge, a unique software integration platform was



first offered to partners and customers in 2012. Now, any developer
from any technology can learn to work with Connect Bridge within 2
hours.
Since the introduction of Connect Bridge, the company has launched
more than 30 products which currently solve software integration

CB Dynamics 365 - SharePoint
Permissions Replicator





CB Exchange Server Sync
Document Extractor
CB SharePoint Exchange Sync

challenges for clients all over the world. Finally, to meet the increasing
demand for the services, in addition to the headquarters in Austria and
its first development hub in Slovakia, the company has opened offices
in the US and Portugal.
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CONNECTING SOFTWARE
Highlights

2004
Founding Cross National Solution

Mag. Thomas Berndorfer and MMag. Maria
Lacko started their journey in Austria and
Slovakia together under the name Cross
National Solutions, later shortened to CNS.

2009

WHAT PARTNERS SAY
“When Connecting Software told
me that I – as a Java developer –
can within hours integrate a PBX
to Dynamics CRM I doubted it, but

Development of
Connect Bridge starts

I built my basic solution within

2011

hours, speed counts!”

Oliver Baltz
CEO of O-33

Dynamics CRM, NAV and
SharePoint connectors released

“With Connect Bridge we build our

Connect Bridge is officially
launched to market
After 2 years of the development
and testing the Connect Bridge is
ready for the market.

own
New offices in Malacky and Kuty

Enterprise

Repositories,

first

to

enter the Azure Cloud, then to
Speed and reliability is amazing!”

100+ installations of
Connect Bridge

Peter Lieber
Owner of LieberLieber Software

Sales of Connect Bridge start to take
off as the product rapidly evolves.

2013
Connecting Software Inc.
in USA is founded

“As a SAP System Integrator we
need more and more integration
with

other

LOBs.

Connecting

Software covers multiple needs
without

2014

huge

training

costs.

Enormous gain in speed to the
project target.”

200+ installations of
Connect Bridge

CB Dynamics CRMSharePoint Permissions
Replicator launch

2015
More than 50 partners are
actively promoting
Connect Bridge

Architect

for

connect from any other software.

2012

Platform is being used worldwide in
various scenarios in B2C, B2B and
government projects.

connector

Christian Knell
CEO of SNAP Consulting
“Especially for Dynamics CRM the
Connect Bridge helps whenever
ERP or third-party software needs

Microsoft Partner of the
year Finalist award

to be involved. The idea behind
the Connect Bridge is Brilliant!”

Klaus Thyri
Manager Project Team
xRM at Navax
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CONNECTING SOFTWARE
Highlights

2016

CB Exchange Server Sync
is launched

Co-selling agreement with
Microsoft

WHAT PARTNERS SAY

Connecting Software
goes to Canada

CB Dynamics 365 – SharePoint Permissions
Replicator is now being used within the
Government of Canada

“It is the only product that I am

Connecting Software launches
SaaS portal in Azure

and

aware of that does what we need
does

it

simply

for

a

reasonable cost.”

Alan Stone

CB Dynamics CRM – SharePoint
Permissions Replicator available in the
Microsoft sales and partner channel.

Director of Information
Technology, Iron Mountains on CB
Exchange Server Sync

2017

“We analyzed the development
New Era begins: OPC UA
Connector & Industry 4.0
AppSource and Azure
Government Cloud

similar. We realized it would be a
large development and financial

CB SharePoint Exchange
Sync is on the market

investment to get at least one
quarter of the functionality”

Brian Hunsaker

1000+ installations of
Connect Bridge

Connecting Software continues to
find global success.

effort on our side to do something

Founded Madeira location

Director of Application
Development, Freedom Graphic
Systems on CB CRM-SharePoint
Permissions Replicator

2018
Participation booth in the
Microsoft Inspire conference in
Las Vegas
Meeting the Prime Minister of
Portugal at the Web Summit in
Lisbon

Connecting Software has more
than 70 partners

“I am incredibly pleased. It works.
I can make a change and within
five

minutes

or

less,

it’s

completed... Just one more thing I
Document Extractor helps
businesses to minimise storage
space and comply with data
protection regulation

don’t have to worry about”

Pam Cabalka
CMO on CB Exchange Server Sync
“The

SharePoint

documents

appeared on the newly created
teams’ SharePoint sites in a matter

2019

of minutes. They could begin work
Certified for Windows
Server 2019

More public sector & big
enterprise customers

right away.

There was no time

loss, waiting for the documents to
be securely delivered.”

Ivanhoé Cambridge
on CB CRM-SharePoint
Permissions Replicator
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SO WHAT EXACTLY IS THE
CONNECT BRIDGE PLATFORM?
When two people speak different languages and don’t understand each other, they use a translator service.
But who is going to help two software applications if they “speak” different programming languages? This is
where the Connect Bridge Platform comes into play. It functions as a translator and enables different
technologies to communicate with each other facilitating business processes in companies and making them
more productive and cost-effective.
One of the greatest features about the Connect Bridge Platform is that it is easy to use and customise. Even
with basic programming knowledge, developers can securely connect to a wide range of business software
without the need to learn their documentation. Connect Bridge is a unique software integration platform
made by Connecting Software, and it has been recognized as the most user-friendly integration platform on
the market!
Another outstanding feature of the Platform is in its flexibility. It supports most modern software, and
software going back 30 years. Moreover, it can connect popular widely used commercial applications with a
company’s unique, customized solutions. Organizations can run it on-premises, in the cloud, hybrid and even
mobile. The Platform simplifies the work of end users, and therefore partners worldwide choose Connect
Bridge.

 Unique software integration platform by Connecting Software
 Enabled from any programming language via self-developed drivers
 No need to learn the code of connected systems, use only abstracted SQL syntax as command
language which is parsed to target systems via API of producers, therefore there is no training needed
 30+ pre-built connectors
 Saves time and money – reduces integration effort by at least 50% and saves up to 90% time
 ROI within first project
 No entry barriers – start integrating within first 2 hours
 Connect from cloud, on-premises, hybrid and mobile technologies of the last 30 years fast, easy, live
and bidirectionally via ODBC, JDBC or Web Services drivers

Is there any connector ready
to use out-of-the-box?
Yes, absolutely. Using Connect Bridge as the core,
we have developed our own solutions which take
the

burden

off

end

users.

These

products

demonstrate how easy, fast and efficient Connect
Bridge is for solving complex, time-consuming and
costly projects that might not be feasible otherwise.
Our in-house designed connectors cover more
than 30 target systems.
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OUR FLAGSHIP PRODUCTS BUILT
ON CONNECT BRIDGE PLATFORM
CB Dynamics 365 To SharePoint
Permissions Replicator (CB Replicator)
Many companies use Dynamics 365 (CRM) together with SharePoint and exchange documents and accounts
between them. It is a cost-effective pair that facilitates team collaboration – with one huge downside:
privileges and permissions are not synchronised. It means that any sensitive data stored in Dynamics like
salaries, contract values, signatures and stamps is available to SharePoint users even if it is restricted in
Dynamics 365. The only solution used to be to set up permissions manually for each SharePoint document
related to records in CRM which would obviously take a lot of time from managers and create the risk of
mistakes due to the human factor. Now you can do it automatically with CB Replicator. It is the only out-ofthe-box solution in the world that remedies this issue by automatically synchronizing Dynamics 365 (CRM)
privileges with SharePoint permissions. Maintain the same level of document confidentiality in both systems
– automatically, without any extra management of access rights required.

 A solution built on the Connect Bridge Platform
 Automatically replicates the entire Dynamics CRM
security model to SharePoint
 Solves the missing security issue in the out-of-thebox

Microsoft

Dynamics

CRM

&

SharePoint

document integration
 Maintains document confidentiality in both systems
without requiring extra access rights management
 Learn more about CB Permissions Replicator here

CB Exchange Server Sync
Do you work for two companies and use two different Outlook email accounts? If yes, you might know the
pain of overlapping calendar appointments. Someone sends you an invite in one calendar thinking at that
particular hour you are free but in fact you have another appointment – in another calendar of another
Outlook mailbox. This usually leads to confusion, missed meetings, apologies and frustration. Our CB
Exchange Server Sync solves this problem by joining Outlook accounts. You see all calendar appointments,
contacts, emails, tasks and public folders all in one place.
Besides, CB Exchange Server Sync solves a lot of headache for companies during major changes such as
merges, acquisitions and splits. It synchronises all exchange servers and improves the workflow. Fully
customizable to specific business needs, this solution supports seamless migration of the entire Exchange /
Outlook model to Office365, or other Exchange version.
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 A solution built on the Connect Bridge Platform
 Arranges secure synchronization and migration of data
between Exchange Servers starting from version 2010
and newer
 Has features for secure access of calendars from
outside the local network
 Can restrict confidential information from leaving the
secure internal network
 Learn more about CB Exchange Server Sync here

DOCUMENT EXTRACTOR Built for Salesforce platform™
Many companies which use Salesforce platform™ look for cheaper solutions to store its data. This can be
done in SharePoint: with significant cost cutting and great document management features. But how to
transfer these data? Document Extractor by Connecting Software helps connect the two so that you continue
working in Salesforce platform™ and store your data in SharePoint. More importantly, this solution allows
companies to be in full control of documents and comply with most rigorous regulation on data protection.
How does it work? Every time you upload a file to Salesforce, Document Extractor makes a copy of it in
SharePoint. Then it creates a link from Salesforce to the file in SharePoint, and finally, deletes the file in
Salesforce. As a user, you don’t see any difference, but the files don’t actually exist in Salesforce and thus
don’t occupy any space.



A solution built on the Connect Bridge Platform



Allows cost-effective file storage



Provides access to the files in SharePoint from
multiple platforms



Compliant with security regulations



Allows custom files stubbing



Learn more about Document Extractor here

CB SharePoint Exchange sync
SharePoint is a great platform for collaboration, and many businesses choose it as one place for document
management, employee collaboration, process automation and other processes. At the same time,
employees often gravitate towards using Exchange for the same purposes. Not because of its functionality
but because of habit: everyone is used to solving work and personal tasks via Outlook even if it is not most
productive from the workflow perspective. How to combine the need of business for structure, effectiveness
and security with employees’ preference for Exchange? CB SharePoint Exchange Sync based on the Connect
Bridge platform provides this solution. It easily synchronises business entities between SharePoint and
Exchange and automatically matches tasks, calendars, contacts and allows email and document backup. The
synchronisation is automatic yet customisable and ensures high level of security and data integrity.
Press Kit – Connecting Software
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 A solution built on the Connect Bridge Platform
 Automatic, event-based (push) one-way and twoway synchronization of calendars, tasks, contacts
and e-mails
 Little-to-no maintenance and administration
requirements
 Auto-recovery and simple manageability
 Learn more about CB SharePoint Exchange Sync
here

OPC UA Connector
Every machine in a factory produces a lot of data, and this connector integrates it with back-office business
systems on a manager’s desktop for easy visualisation, interpretation and more effective business flow. As is
part of what is called Industry 4.0 or the Industrial Internet of Things (IioT), and the OPC UA Connector built
on the Connect Bridge platform allows smooth communication between machines and standard business
application even though they “speak” different languages. This connector is designed for OPC UA machine to
machine communication protocol which is one of the most widespread protocols in industrial automation.
Integrating machine data into business systems provides many benefits such as real-time decision-making in
areas where any lag can lead to disastrous consequences; saving operating costs of machine park by timely
maintenance; saving employees’ time by removing administrative manual tasks; custom reporting, task
automation, resource planning and much more. OPC UA Connector allows customised integration based on
company needs. Most importantly, it is suitable even for small and medium-size enterprises with limited
financing due to its unbeatable pricing.

 A solution built on the Connect Bridge Platform
 Suitable

even

for

small,

medium-sized

manufacturers requiring a flexible, reliable
solution with attractive, unbeatable pricing
 Independent of location, size, device – requiring
less human interaction
 A junior developer can perform integration
within hours
 Connect data sources exactly as you need to
improve plant efficiency, free your valuable
resources to focus on added-value tasks
 Learn more about OPC UA Connector here
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NEWS AND EVENTS

Connecting Software is receiving
more media coverage in Portugal
February 2019, Lisbon

The beginning of the year has turned fruitful for Connecting Software. A number of media resources
approached the administration for an interview about the company and insights about our products.
A Portuguese online magazine NTech.news has published a feature article about Connecting Software based
on the interview with the CEO Thomas Berndorfer. The post is titled “From Austria to Madeira, Love Story
to Change the Life of a Company” and tells about opening one of the company’s offices in Madeira, the
plans to grow the team on the island and about the products of the IT company and its involvement in the
Industrial Internet of Things.
The CEO also pointed out key things that distinguish Connecting Software in Industry 4.0: “Our solution can
“talk” to machines, sensors and production lines in a factory just like to business software on everybody’s
desktop. It makes us the first provider to cover full business process between production lines, machines,
electronics and business software. The best thing about this software is that it interests not only giant
production plants - even small factories can apply it because the price is totally affordable.”
The complete text in Portuguese can be read here. NTech.news is a digital media platform which focuses on
the news of the IT world, digital transformation, startups and innovative trends.
Another online magazine, Madeira Island News, has posted our blog about Connecting Software titled
Employment opportunity in paradise: an IT company is hiring in Madeira. The article turned such a
sensation it was shared 230 times during first 24 hours after publishing and counting! The story can be
checked here. If you are still interested to try joining our team, hurry up because after this warm invitation we
started receiving application from all around the world.
Interestingly, some commenters were suspicious about the employment opportunity and even wrote that it is
“too good to be true”. Trust us, the chance is rock solid, and we are waiting for talented individuals.
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NEWS AND EVENTS

Madeira Island News

Employment opportunity: an IT company is hiring in Madeira
January 2019, Funchal

Connecting Software, an international software developer, is currently hiring talents for its office in Madeira,
Portugal. The call is not only for the residents of the island but also for international experts who would like
to live and work on a paradise island in the Atlantic Ocean – as Madeira has repeatedly been elected World’s
Leading Island Destination.
Open positions and contact information can be checked on the company website here.
Connecting Software launched its office in Madeira in 2017, and currently the team of 13 people produces
software and takes care of administrative and marketing needs. Initially, the company wanted to have only a
representative office on the island but because of the favourable conditions, it now intends to grow.
According to the CEO Thomas Berndorfer, by the end of 2019, the team in Madeira should expand to at least
20 people. “We started with developers but now moved software testers here and created a marketing team,
too. Our next step is to add a maintenance team. The more the better. We are fully convinced about the
potential of our business”, says Thomas.
Connecting Software is a business to business-oriented company. Most of their clients are governments, big
and small companies, system integrators and other professionals from all over the world. The IT company
does not have any specific target groups as it helps to connect the major software solutions for a better
digital future. “We have public sector costumers like the Parliament of Canada or nation-wide departments in
New Zealand as well as in Ireland, England, Netherlands or the USA. We are happy to say that under our
valued customers are huge global players like Securitas, Compass Group, 21st Century Fox, Henkel, E.ON or
Hitachi. So, there is no specific market or segment we do not support”, adds the CEO.
Connecting Software provides a platform and products for integration and synchronisation of software. It has
more than 1000 customers from various sectors in 100 countries around the world. The IT producer is one of
the most certified companies within the Microsoft ecosystem holding several prestigious awards and
competencies. With the headquarters in Vienna, Austria, it also has offices in the USA, Slovakia and Portugal.
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NEWS AND EVENTS

Connecting Software leads Madeira
start-ups to Web Summit 2018
November 2018, Lisbon

One of the biggest technology conferences on the planet, Web Summit in Lisbon, proved its value again by
bringing together people from around the world, sharing a common purpose: to grow their business and
understand next trends in technology. Check out Connecting Software’s experience in this post!
Pitching to political leaders
Sometimes it’s hard to stand out from the crowd. But at this year’s Web Summit, everyone had the chance to
see Connecting-Software orange! We were chosen and invited on stage as one of most promising companies
representing Portugal. Plus, CEO Thomas Berndorfer had the opportunity to talk with political leaders such as
the Prime Minister of Portugal, António Costa.
Whether speaking with politicians, entrepreneurs, or enthusiastic attendees, such events like Web Summit
offer great opportunities for growing companies and start-ups. Networking, attracting new partners, learning
about innovative products & solutions – the list goes on. Moreover, Connecting Software was fortunate to be
among other start-ups from what’s been voted the most beautiful island of Europe!
“The Web Summit is not only an event to bring foreigners to Portugal, but also an excellent opportunity to
encourage the Portuguese to undertake and to encourage all who are leaving our universities to develop
their businesses.” Moreover, “The Web Summit is above all a huge showcase for the world over those who
have already created their startups and are here looking for partners, new customers, new human resources
to expand”, said Prime Minister António Costa.
By discovering companies such as Connecting Software at Web Summit, start-ups have a starting point for
solving their integration challenges. And, opportunity for mutually successful partnership.
Web Summit 2018 had nearly 70,000 attendees from 159 countries, over 1,200 speakers and 1,800+ startups.
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NEWS AND EVENTS

Connecting Software is looking for Partners
to please 12 Million Integration Heroes
October 2018, Vienna

Connecting Software provides a platform to connect the worlds of Industrial IoT and IT
Connecting Software KG has officially launched its latest connectors for OData and OPC UA, just ahead of the
recent call for common standard protocols from industry leaders like Microsoft, Adobe, SAP and others. As a
multiple Microsoft Gold and Silver Partner, they’re keeping pace by bringing reliable integration solutions to
organizations and public-sector entities globally.
A self-financed company with over 1,000 customers worldwide, Connecting Software is looking to explore
and attract strategic partnerships.
As Founder and CEO Thomas Berndorfer confirms:
“With our software integration platform, Connect Bridge, we are here to enable many companies to cover the
lack of effective integration solutions, we are the Red Cross for their business models. Especially for the
modern cloud-based companies, we can help them to connect to on premises business solutions, easily.”
Providing the market with high performance, affordable integration solutions
Using the most common IT language, with the Connect Bridge Windows Server, we can immediately enable
more than 12 million developers to become exceptional system integrators within 3 hours. From one easy-touse interface, they can connect from any application to more than 50 major business applications and 1,000
IoT devices, with more integration possibilities coming soon.
One big benefit is, unprecedently, the platform allows developers to quickly access both business software
and factory floor worlds, saving up to 90% in development costs and coding time.
As with all their solutions, Connecting Software is offering free demos and fully functional one-month trial
installations. This allows for no-strings-attached testing in a company’s unique environment, with full access
to support and training from a professional, experienced team.
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NEWS AND EVENTS

Connecting Software at Microsoft Inspire 2018 in Las Vegas
July 2018, Las Vegas

We grabbed the opportunity to forge new partnerships, engage with potential customers, and
present some of the people behind the story of Connecting Software
One way of sharing our inspiration with the world is by being a sponsor and exhibitor at Microsoft Inspire.
And we did it! In 2018, Connecting Software took part in the biggest Microsoft partner gathering of the year.
Microsoft Inspire is a conference held annually by Microsoft Corporation for its partner community. At
Inspire, with attendance of over 16,000 visitors, partners learn about Microsoft's plans for the upcoming year,
network and build connections, share best practices and experience latest product innovations.
Connecting Software attended the conference to collect the latest trends and updates from Microsoft,
network, learn and collaborate with thousands of partners, Microsoft representatives and industry experts.
When asked about the main benefits of being an exhibitor at Inspire 2018, our CEO, Thomas Berndorfer said,
“I am proud to be an exhibitor in Las Vegas. We took this chance to meet our global spread partners and have
the aim to make new partnerships with leading System Integrators and ISV´s of the huge Microsoft Partner
Ecosystem. Finally, we presented our existing and new products to help partners make more money with us!"
Today Connecting Software has more than 30 ready-to-use connectors for major business systems; seven
out-of-the-box products; their own, Azure based SaaS platform, and multiple teams constantly developing
innovative solutions.
“Our products are exceptional running in the cloud, on-premises, or in a hybrid environment. We’ve passed
what is likely the highest security standard with our Azure Gov US product listing, while our Microsoft coselling agreement speaks for itself in the vast Microsoft ecosystem. Moreover, two of our out-of-the-box
solutions are available on Appsource and Azure. And we’re just getting started”, promises the CEO Thomas
Berndorfer.
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Handelskai 340/5
1020 Vienna
Austria
1776 S Jackson St,
Suite 602 Denver,
CO 80210
United States

Poľná 5626
901 01 Malacky,
Slovakia

Parque Empresarial
da Zona Oeste, Lote 5,
9300 – 029 Câmara de Lobos,
Madeira Island, Portugal

Need more Information?
Contact us:
connecting-software.com

office@connecting-software.com

